
 
SITTING ARRANGEMENT 

27-JAN-2018 

 

Direction: Study the following carefully and answer the questions given below. 

 

P, Q, R, S, T, U, V and W are eight family members who are going to attend a marriage function in Ludhiana. 

They attend two functions one is engagement and second is marriage. They sit around a circular table in the 

engagement but they sit around a rectangular table in the marriage function. In the engagement, they wear clothes 

of different colour viz: Red, Blue, Orange, Green, white, Black, Purple and yellow but not in same order. In 

marriage function they wear clothes of different colour viz; Brown, Violet, Pink, Cream, Peach, Silver, Golden 

and Grey but not in same order. In engagement, four of them are facing towards the center and four of them are 

facing away from the center as four persons are talking to other persons by sitting facing away from the center. 

In marriage, three persons are sitting on the each width side and one on each length side of the table facing the 

center. No two person faces same direction sits adjacent to each other in the engagement. T faces towards the 

center and wears dress of Red colour in engagement. T sits third to the left of the person who wears dress of 

Silver colour in marriage. The father-in-law of P sits opposite to the person who wears dress of Brown colour in 

marriage. Q is the father-in-law of P. Q and U is a couple. P’s mother-in-law and V are sitting opposite to each 

other in marriage. Both the immediate neighbors of T face away from the center and wear dress of Orange or 

Green colour in engagement. Q’s grandchild sits diagonally opposite to the person who wears dress of Golden 

colour in marriage. S faces away from the center in engagement. U’s daughter in-law is 

sitting second to the right of the person who wears dress of Grey colour in marriage. T sits third to the right of 

U, who is her mother and wears dress of white colour and faces away from the center in engagement. R sits third 

to the left of U in engagement and R is the grandchild of Q and a child of T. V does not sit diagonally opposite 

to the person who wears dress of golden colour in marriage. The person who wears dress of Cream colour sits 

second to the right of the person who wears dress of Peach colour and second to the left of P, who is not sitting 

near to the person who wears dress of golden colour in marriage. W’s son in sitting on the length side and to the 

right of the person who wears dress of Golden colour in marriage. The Person who wears dress of Peach colour 

and the person who wears dress of Cream colour are not on the same side of the table in marriage. The one who 

wears dress of Orange colour sits opposite to U in engagement. The one who wears dress of Blue colour is not 

the immediate neighbor of U and faces away from the center in engagement. Q’s grandson is sitting third to the 

right of the person who wears dress of Grey colour, who is not sitting diagonally opposite to the person who 

wears dress of either Violet or Silver colour in marriage. P sits second to the left of R and does not wear dress of 

Purple or Yellow colour in engagement. The one who wears dress of Purple colour sits between W and U in the 

engagement. And he is the son of W, who is the son of Q. Q faces away from the center and does not wear dress 

of Blue colour in engagement. S is the daughter-in-law of Q. 

 

Q.1. How many male members are there in the family?  

(1) 4                        (2) 5                     (3) 3                       (4) Data Inadequate                      (5) None of these 

 

 

ANSWER:- 

Q.1 (4)                      

 

 

 


